Designer
Professional Offer
For Your Industrial Deployment of Eclipse Sirius

Obeo Designer guarantees the set up and the deployment
of industrial-strength Modeling Workbenches created with Sirius.
It provides professional support and collaborative features.

Collaborate with
Your Team Members

Secure
Your Deployments

Drive
the Roadmap

Simultaneously work on visual
representations for the same
data, without losing time
managing conflicts and without
any technical skills

Secure the success of your critical
projects with access to
cutting-edge technical expertise
and a commitment regarding
response times

Contribute to the co-financing of
the Sirius Open Source project
and get involved in the definition
of priorities and the development
of features that match your needs

obeodesigner.com

To deploy Sirius on your projects,
subscribe to our professional support services

GOLD

PLATINUM

A plan adapted to
small or medium projects

The perfect plan to secure
large or critical projects

Fixes & Specific Builds

Guaranteed & Private Support
Get anwers to an unlimited number of technical
questions from Obeo experts, with the guarantee of
confidentiality and response times.
In addition, you can submit your modeling tools for a
review and get our advice regarding best practices:
ergonomy, architecture, packaging, deployment,
performance, etc.

Obeo Designer subscription allows you to receive
hotfixes that are delivered before the scheduled
software maintenance versions.
You can benefit from a private and confidential
infrastructure that supports your specific version of
the software, integrating urgent fixes and your
specific requirements.

Open Innovation

To facilitate collaborative work Obeo Designer
allows you to store your models and representations
(diagrams, tables, matrices, trees) in a shared
repository.
Fine grained automatic locking system and
instantaneous updates of user modifications provide
a fluent way to work with your team members.

Obeo Designer relies heavily on Open Source
projects and, as such, it is important to contribute so
as to maintain their longevity.
The Open Innovation service enables you to get
involved in the supported technologies roadmap:
priorities definition and Open Source contributions in
the source code of the projects.

Obeo provides open software solutions to create
and transform Industrial systems (avionics, space,
defense, energy, transportation, etc.) and complex
softwares.
Part of The Open Group and a strategic member of
the Eclipse® foundation, Obeo develops solutions that
combine the openness of Open Source and the
reliability of a software provider.
Our core business consists in helping our customers
implement innovative and custom modeling solutions.

Sirius is a proven Open Source technology that
enables users to easily design custom modeling
workbenches.
With Sirius users can benefit from both a modeling tool
that fits their business as well as a methodological
approach that suits their projects.
Aside from the complete openness that allows for this
customization, Sirius also offers a number of features
that enable users to manage complex models: conditional styles, layers, filters, etc.

‘Eclipse’ is a registered trademark of the Eclipse Foundation. ‘Sirius’ is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.
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Collaborative Features

